Thank You,
Rising Stars Sponsors!

The Orlando Chapter of the Society for Technical Communication (STC) expresses its appreciation to the Personal and Corporate Sponsors who have generously supported our outreach initiative to the Central Florida educational community.

Personal Sponsorships:
- Grand Patron: Anonymous
- Grand Patron: Dick Hughes
- Grand Patron: Jon Kessler
- Tech Angel: Anonymous
- Tech Angel: Karen Lane
- Tech Angel: Mike Murray
- Tech Angel: Dan and Ria Voss
- Tech Angel: Greg White

Corporate Sponsorships:
- Patron: Avionics Research Corporation
- Patron: Michael F. Lane, M.D., P.A.
- Patron: scribetree (Janette Farnsworth)
- Grand Patron: Patriot Press*
- Grand Patron: TAD PGS, Inc.*
- Tech Angel: Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Control*

* Please see display ad in this issue.

Your support helps us motivate and prepare the technical communicators of tomorrow. It is most appreciated!

For details on our Rising Stars initiative, see http://www.stc-orlando.org/education/risingstars.asp.

... Helping to Nurture Tomorrow’s Technical Communicators